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STATEMENT OF THE CASE

A hearing was conducted on February 25, 2011, to determine whether the

claimant sustained a compensable injury within the meaning of the Arkansas

workers’ compensation laws.

A prehearing conference was conducted in this claim on January 12, 2011,

and a Prehearing Order was filed on said date.  At the hearing, the parties

announced that the stipulations, issues, as well as their respective contentions were

correctly set out in the Prehearing Order.  A copy of the Prehearing Order was

introduced, without objection, as “Commission’s Exhibit 1.”

It was stipulated that the employment relationship existed between the

parties at all relevant times, including November 30, 2009; that the claimant earned
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sufficient wages to entitle her to compensation rates of $224.00 per week for

temporary total disability and $168.00 per week for permanent partial disability in

the event the claim was found compensable;  and that respondents paid medical

for some initial medical treatment prior to controverting the claim in its entirety.

By agreement of the parties, the primary issue presented for determination

concerned compensability.  If overcome, claimant’s entitlement to associated

benefits must be addressed.

Claimant contended, in summary, that she sustained a compensable neck

and back injury as the result of a specific incident identifiable in time and place of

occurrence on November 30, 2009; that respondents should be held responsible

for all medical and related treatment, together with continued, reasonably

necessary medical treatment; that she was entitled to temporary total disability

benefits from the date of the injury and continuing through the present and until

such time that her healing period was determined to have ended; and that a

controverted attorney’s fee should attach to any benefits awarded.

The respondents contended that the claimant could not prove that she

sustained a compensable injury within the meaning of the Arkansas workers’

compensation laws.  Alternatively, respondents contended that it offered the

claimant work within her physical restrictions and that the claimant declined the

work, and was thus precluded from receiving indemnity benefits.  Further,

respondents maintained that additional medical treatment was not reasonably
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necessary.

In addition to the claimant, she called Sharon Farris, the employer’s nurse

manager, and her boyfriend, Thomas Parker, as corroborating witnesses.   The

record is composed solely of the transcript of the February 25, 2011, hearing

consisting of two (2)  volumes, one containing the lay testimony and a second

exhibit volume.  Subsequent to the hearing, both parties submitted post-trial briefs

which have been blue-backed and made a part of the record herein.

From a review of the record as a whole, to include medical reports,

documents and other matters properly before the Commission, and having had an

opportunity to hear the testimony of the witnesses and to observe their demeanor,

the following findings of fact and conclusions of law are made in accordance with

Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-704:

FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission has jurisdiction over this

claim.

2. The stipulations agreed to by the parties are hereby accepted as fact.

3. The claimant has failed to prove, by a preponderance of the credible

evidence, that she sustained a compensable injury arising out of and during

the course of her employment with Tyson Poultry, Inc., which was the result

of a work-related incident on November 30, 2009.

4. The claimant has failed to prove, by a preponderance of the credible
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evidence, that her physical problems, need for treatment, and disability, if

any, are causally related to an injury sustained while working for Tyson

Poultry.

DISCUSSION

A claimant’s testimony is never considered uncontroverted.  The testimony

of an interested party is always considered to be controverted. Lambert v. Gerber

Products Co., 14 Ark. App. 88, 684 S.W.2d 842 (1985); Nix v. Wilson World Hotel,

46 Ark. App. 303, 879 S.W.2d 457 (1994); Continental Express v. Harris, 61 Ark.

App. 198, 965 S.W.2d 84 (1998).

This claim turns entirely upon the claimant’s credibility.  I did not find the

claimant to be a credible witness.  As will be set out further below, the record in this

claim is replete with inconsistencies and contradictions.  Further, in her evidentiary

deposition, as well as in her post-job offer health questionnaire, the claimant falsely

answered “no” to a number of questions addressing her pre-existing health

problems which directly reflect her lack of credibility.  In addition, the claimant

maintains that her alleged injury was the result of a specific work-related incident

identifiable in time and place of occurrence on November 30, 2009.  The record

reflects that the claimant’s onset of symptoms did not occur on the job, but, rather

at home.  The claimant’s course of conduct and failure to timely report her alleged

injury renders her claim suspect, at best.  In my opinion, it would require sheer

speculation and conjecture to attribute the claimant’s physical problems, need for
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treatment and alleged disability to a work-related incident on November 30, 2009.

Conjecture and speculation, however plausible, cannot be permitted to supply the

burden of proof.  Dena Construction Company v. Hearndon, 264 Ark. 791, 575

S.W.2d 155 (1979); Arkansas Methodist Hospital v. Adams, 43 Ark. App. 1, 858

S.W.2d 125 (1993).

At the outset of the hearing, claimant’s attorney offered considerable

documentary evidence, specifically, to make a record for possible appeal related

to a prior Order denying a Motion to compel respondents to provide various

information concerning its relationship with Dr. William G. Barron, one of Tyson’s

company physicians.  Specifically, the Motion was made to obtain information to be

used  to attack Dr. Barron’s credibility.  As previously noted, this claim turns entirely

upon the claimant’s credibility.  Even if Dr. Barron, in his medical reports, made

findings supported by objective medical evidence of injury, which he did not, the

claim would, nevertheless, fail because the claimant has failed to prove a causal

connection between her complaints and a work-related injury.  Accordingly,

because the claimant has failed to meet her burden of proof, the various Motions

in this claim are rendered moot.

The claimant, Rebecca L. Brookhouser, is fifty-one (51) years old.  At the

time of the within hearing, the claimant was living with her boyfriend, Tom Parker,

who she has known for approximately five (5) years.  The claimant was hired by

Tyson on June 23, 2009.  Her primary job was as a poultry inspector.  The claimant
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worked on an assembly line where she would sort pieces of chicken.  Poultry

inspectors could alternate sitting and standing.  The claimant contended that she

sustained an injury as the result of a specific incident identifiable in time and place

of occurrence on November 30, 2009.  On said date, the claimant was performing

a job different from her regular duties.  Specifically, the claimant described that she

would carry flat, cardboard unprepared boxes from a pallet to a table where she

would assemble the boxes.  The claimant did not know the specific weight of the

boxes.  However, Sharon Farris, the plant nurse, testified that they weighed four (4)

ounces each.  The claimant testified that at the time of her injury, she was walking

while carrying twenty-five (25) to thirty (30) unprepared boxes when her back just

gave out, and that she slipped forward when it did, but caught herself.   Accordingly,

the claimant was carrying between 6.25 pounds and 7.5 pounds when her back

allegedly gave out.  Significantly, the claimant testified that she felt no pain at the

time of the alleged incident.  Interestingly, the claimant’s testimony that she was

walking and her back just gave out and she slipped forward is not contained in any

of the initial claim forms and statements introduced at the hearing.  The claimant’s

description of the incident was difficult to conceptualize.  Despite the claimant’s

assertion that she sustained an injury during the alleged incident, she did not

experience any pain at the time.  (Tr.p.34-36) (Cl. Ex. A, pp.1-4)

Again, as previously noted, the claimant testified that she did not experience

any pain at work.  Rather, the claimant stated that she first experienced pain while
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sleeping that night when she was awoken with severe pain in her upper back and

down her left arm.  Claimant asserted that she did not feel any pain in her low back

at that time.  The record reflects that the claimant continued working and did not

report any problems to the nurse’s station until December 3, 2009, at which time the

claimant was referred to the company doctor, Dr. William Barron, in Russellville,

Arkansas.

The claimant was first seen by Dr. Barron on December 4, 2009.  Nurse

Sharon Farris, testified that Dr. Barron is one of the physicians in the area in

Tyson’s workers’ compensation network.  In the claimant’s first visit, Dr. Barron’s

chart notes reflect that the claimant reported no specific trauma and, further, that

the claimant “denies any history of any previous neck or back problems.”  The

medical records reflected no objective findings on physical examination.  (Cl. Ex.

A, p.12)

On direct-examination, the claimant acknowledged that in her discovery

deposition, she failed to truthfully disclose information questioning any pre-existing

problems that she may have experienced.  The claimant attributed her responses

in the discovery deposition to being on medication at the time of the deposition

rather than attempting to be untruthful.  However, on cross-examination, the

claimant’s lack of credibility was apparent as set out below:

BY MS. GRAHAM:

Q     Now you have your glasses on and I have handed you a document, two pages,
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called Post Offer Health Assessment.  It’s dated June 23, 2009 at the top.  Do you
see that?

A     Okay.

Q     Did you fill out this document?

A     Yes.

Q     Okay.  And on this document in the middle after Number 10 it sayd, “To the
best of your knowledge do you have or have you been told that you have had any
of the following,” and then it lists some 47 items, is that correct?

A     Yes.

Q     Number 28 is neck problems.  How did you check that?

A     No.

Q     Number 29 is back problems.  How did you check that?

MR. PATE:     Your Honor, I’m going to object.  It speaks for itself.  She’s
introduced it into the record, you know, and I was limited going over the
medical reports from Dr. Barron.  We admit that she filled this out, and so it
speaks for itself.

MS. GRAHAM:     Your Honor, this is a document that she filled out as
opposed to some doctor filled out.

JUDGE GREENBAUM:     Well, I’ll permit the cross-examination.

MS. GRAHAM:     Thank you.

BY MS. GRAHAM:

Q     And then I think I had just asked you 29 where it says back problems.  What
did you check there?

A     I checked no.

Q     And 45 where it says depression, what did you check there?
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A     I checked no.

Q     Okay.  Now when you – and it also says on Number 7 up above there the
question, “Have you been limited or restricted from work for health reasons?”  What
did you check there?

A     Where is that at?

Q     It’s  literally the middle of the page.  It is number 7.  Above what we were
talking – 

A     Number 7?

Q     Yes.  The question is – I’m not talking about those items 1 through 27.

A     Oh.

Q     I’m talking about Question Number 7 up at the middle of the page.  “Have you
been limited or restricted from work for health reasons?”  What did you check?

A     No.

Q     Now, on June 23, 2009 when you filled this out, you were not taking morphine
or anything like that, is that right?

A     No.

Q     Okay.  Those answers that we’ve just gone through were in fact inaccurate,
were they not?

A     To the best of my knowledge, no, because I was over my injury from 2006 and
also from 1990.  I was released and told that I was fine and able to go back to work.

Q     Ma’am, the question isn’t have you been released from these things.  It says,
“To the best of your knowledge, do you have or have you been told that you have
had any of the following,” correct?

A     That’s what it says.

Q     Okay.  Now, in the past, distant past, you fell on – let me retrieve that before
we get it – you fell on ice in a parking lot in Nebraska, is that correct?
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A     Yes.

Q     You had x-rays and you had MRIs of your back, is that correct?

A     Yes.

Q     You had therapy, you had a brace, you had a TENS unit and you had pain
medication, is that correct?

A     Yes.

Q     You had this treatment for a two-year period of time?

A     Yes.

Q     And you were off work for a two-year period of time?

A     Yes.

Q     And you filed a lawsuit in regard to that accident, is that correct?

A     Yes.

Q     And you settled that lawsuit for approximately $70,000.

A     Okay.

Q     You testified to that under oath in your deposition.

A     I testified I had a settlement.  I didn’t remember the exact amount, but, yes.

Q     In your deposition you testified it was approximately $70,000.

A     Then, yes.

Q     Is that correct?

A     Yes.

Q     All right.  And in your deposition you told me that you last sought any treatment
or evaluation of your back back in ‘91 or ‘92.  Do you recall that testimony?
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A     Yes.

Q     But now you know that I have located and introduced into evidence in this case
x-rays and MRIs of your back that were done when you lived in Arizona in 2004 and
2006?

A     Yes.

Q     Okay.  So that would have been – according to those documents, you were
complaining of low back and left leg pain.  Do you recall that now, ma’am?

A     Yes, I do.

Q     Okay.

A     Somewhat.  I’m not real clear, but I do now remember with my parents
reminding me of that happening because I totally forgot.

Q     I see, okay.  And in your deposition you told me that you had never had any
treatment or complaints related to your cervical spine before June of 2009.  Do you
recall that testimony?

A     Yes.

Q     Okay.  And we know that is not true now, don’t we?

A     Right.

Q     Okay.  You had x-rays and MRIs of your cervical spine in 2004 and 2006, is
that right?

A     Yes.

Q     Okay.  You were off work during that period of time for one year, and you were
off because you were unable to work because you were in an abusive relationship
and you had been assaulted, is that correct?

A     Yes.

Q     And although you marked “No” to depression in the Post Offer Health
questionnaire, which is Respondent’s Exhibit B, you were actually taking
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antidepressants at that time, is that correct?

A     Yes.

Q     And you were referred to a women’s center for counseling and diagnosed with
posttraumatic stress disorder, is that correct?

A     Yes.  (Tr.p.60-65) (Resp. Ex. B, p.1)

The claimant’s testimony is replete with inconsistencies and self-

contradictions.  Claimant’s testimony at the hearing is inconsistent with what she

told Dr. Barron on December 4, 2009, at which time she gave no history of any

specific trauma.  It is further inconsistent with what she told her personal doctor, Dr.

Self, on December 8, 2009, alleging that she strained her back at work while lifting.

It is inconsistent with what she told Dr. Saul.  Finally, it is inconsistent with what she

reported at the emergency room on December 4, 2009.  (Resp. Ex. A, pp.6, 10)(Cl.

Ex. A, pp.17, 30)

In summary, the claimant is not a credible witness.  The only evidence of an

injury is the claimant’s self-serving testimony.  The claimant experienced significant

physical problems prior to being hired by the employer.  The logical inference to the

claimant’s false responses to her post employment health questionnaire was that

she was concealing information from her employer.  Her answers directly reflect on

her lack of credibility.  The claimant did not experience any physical problems while

at work.  Rather, the claimant first experienced problems at home allegedly while

sleeping.  In my opinion, it would require sheer speculation and conjecture to
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attribute the claimant’s physical problems, need for treatment, and alleged disability

to a work-related injury.

It is well-settled that claimant has the burden of proving the job-relatedness

of any alleged injury, without the aid of any kind of presumption in her favor.

Pearson v. Faulkner Radio Service, 220 Ark. 368, 247 S.W.2d 964 (1952); Farmer

v. L.H. Knight Company, 220 Ark. 333, 248 S.W.2d 111 (1952).  The burden of

proof claimant must meet is preponderance of the evidence.  Voss v. Ward’s

Pulpwood Yard, 248 Ark. 465, 425 S.W.2d 629 (1970).  Under prior law, it was the

duty of the Commission to draw every legitimate inference in favor of the claimant

and to give claimant the benefit of the doubt in making factual determinations.

However, current law requires that evidence regarding whether or not claimant has

met the burden of proof be weighed impartially, without giving the benefit of the

doubt to either party.  Arkansas Code Annotated §11-9-704(c)(4); Wade v. Mr.

C.Cavenaugh’s, 298 Ark. 363, 768 S.W.2d 521 (1989); Fowler v. McHenry, 22 Ark.

App. 196, 737 S.W.2d 663 (1987). 

After reviewing the evidence in this case impartially, without giving the

benefit of the doubt to either party, I find that the claimant has failed to prove that

she sustained a compensable injury within the meaning of the Arkansas workers’

compensation laws.  Accordingly, the within claim is hereby respectfully denied and

dismissed.

IT IS SO ORDERED.
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DAVID GREENBAUM                                 
Chief Administrative Law Judge                  


